
Grosse Ile Township Schools 
Board of Education Finance Committee Meeting 

September 26, 2012 
 
The meeting was called to order at 12:05 
In attendance: Bill Tuinier, Suzanne Sassack, Tony Krukowski, Bill Eis and Dan Murphy. Jim Okler joined us 
of the first half of the meeting.  
 
Middle School Sports 

Mr. Okler presented us with a cost projection spread-sheet on all Middle School sports.  From his 
numbers, it appears it would cost $32,497.03 to bring back those sports that were dropped a few years 
ago. Factor in the Activity Fee and the gate revenue, and the net cost appears to be $17,929.03.   
 

We discussed the cost versus benefits of adding the sport back in. And the idea of offering a full menu 
of activities was once again mentioned.  Most of the other schools in the league have brought those 
sports back.  
 

The Finance Committee is making the recommendation to add these sports back. And the 
Administration is too. This will be coming to the full board at the October Work Session.  

 
Resurfacing the Track: 

The track is close to 25 years old. Longer than what is expected from this kind of track.  It has required 
little maintenance and the administration is pleased with its longevity. A consultant, Bruce Lemmon, 
said the track is starting to delaminate, crack and pull apart.  To redo the whole track from scratch it 
would cost around $400,000.  
 

A repair is already in progress. One thought is to keep it patched together for three more years and then 
put it on a list of things for a new Sinking Fund.  This comes due in 2015.  

 
Tennis Courts 

Two new courts were added in 2004. As of today, five courts have structural defects and are in need of 
repair. An estimate of repairs cost will be forthcoming. This is more in the category of “heads-up” 

 
Meridian School Repair 
 The drain work has started 
 New door and window work is completed 
 The administration is still monitoring the cracks 
 They are continuing to caulk 
 They secured the wall in the kitchen 
 

 A surveyor came out to get a base line reading of where the building is now and can then determine, if it 
continues to move, where it is going. The direction of movement might help us determine the cause.  

 

There should be an engineer’s report coming out at the end of the week with his thoughts.  
 
Bussing 
 Some of the busses are getting old. If we will be continuing to offer bussing or own our fleet, we will 

need to replace a couple of the busses. Note that the prices have soared. They are now around $83,000.  
We could buy a used 4-5 year old bus for around $30,000, but we could just be buying someone’s 
problem. The administration is looking into options and would like to wait at least until after the 
November election to see if there is any impact on our budget if the Collective Bargaining proposal 
passes. This is another “heads-up.” 

 



Sinking Fund Priority List 
 We looked over the list of what has been done, what is currently being done, and what is yet to be done.  

Quite a bit has been done! It was suggested to the administration to put an article in the local paper 
letting the taxpayers know what work was done and how their money has been spent. The list should be 
coming to the rest of the board in one of the Friday packets. 

 
New Math Curriculum  

Here was another “heads-up.”  Soon the district will need to make a major purchase for new math books. 
Some may be in an electronic form. We also may ask the GIEF for help. Just be aware this is coming. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 2:20 p.m. 


